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the most complete is a correct and usable phrase in written english you can use it to describe something that is lacking nothing and has everything it needs for example this picnic basket has all the
necessary items to make a perfect meal making it the most complete set of items available what is another word for most complete need synonyms for most complete here s a list of similar words from
our thesaurus that you can use instead adjective of recognized authority standard accepted classic established approved definitive official recognised uk recognized us authoritative exhaustive
magisterial classical best synonyms for most complete other words and phrases for most complete what s the definition of most complete in thesaurus most related words phrases with sentence
examples define most complete meaning and usage find 189 different ways to say complete along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com some common synonyms of
complete are close conclude end finish and terminate while all these words mean to bring or come to a stopping point or limit complete implies the removal of all deficiencies or a successful finishing of
what has been undertaken 55 synonyms antonyms for most comprehensive thesaurus com view definitions for most comprehensive most comprehensive adjective as in inclusive compare synonyms
synonyms antonyms strongest matches all inclusive broad complete encyclopedic exhaustive extensive far reaching full global overall sweeping thorough strong matches sue nickname for one of the
most complete and best preserved skeletons of tyrannosaurus rex the fossil was dated to approximately 67 million years ago measuring 12 8 metres 42 feet long sue is among the largest known
skeletons of t rex 1 adjective usually adjective noun you use complete to emphasize that something is as great in extent degree or amount as it possibly can be emphasis the rebels had taken complete
control it shows a complete lack of understanding by management the resignation came as a complete surprise he was the complete opposite of raymond something that is complete has all its parts or
elements or has been finished or concluded how does complete compare to synonyms entire intact and perfect find out on thesaurus com 1 a having all necessary parts elements or steps a complete
diet b of a protein containing all essential amino acids beans and grains combined together form a complete protein 2 a total absolute complete silence b fully carried out thorough a complete
renovation c of a football pass legally caught 3 12 apr 2018 english us completest is not correct it is not the correct superlative you have to say most complete as melarpi said in general things are
either complete or incomplete which makes most complete a useless phrase however in a few special scenarios it can be used 100 books based on 1914 votes pride and prejudice by jane austen 1984
by george orwell crime and punishment by fyodor dostoevsky hamlet by william sh 1 salmon nadine greeff stocksy united oily fish such as salmon is high in omega 3 fatty acids these are essential
nutrients which means you can only get them from foods every cell in horridus is nearly 85 complete standing about 2 5 meters 8 feet tall 7 meters 23 feet long and weighing 1 000 kilograms 2 205
pounds he said the skull is 98 complete and features stan the world s most complete tyrannosaurus rex skeleton set a new world record in 2020 when it sold for 31 8 million at christie s at the time of
sale this article examines some of the most nutrient dense foods in the world half of the foods listed are animal based foods and half are plant based so there is something for everyone for each food we
list all the nutrients present at levels higher than 10 of the recommended daily value 3 8 29 ratings see all formats and editions there is a newer edition of this item the complete food counter 4th
edition 8 45 getty images after analysing more than 1 000 raw foods researchers ranked the ingredients that provide the best balance of your daily nutritional requirements and they found a few
surprises as which image below correctly shows the most complete and accurate general ledger report an issue with this question which of the following is not a temporary account report an issue with
this question transferring 12 000 in revenue and 8 000 in expenses into equity would be performed during which phase of the accounting cycle
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the most complete english examples in context ludwig May 04 2024
the most complete is a correct and usable phrase in written english you can use it to describe something that is lacking nothing and has everything it needs for example this picnic basket has all the
necessary items to make a perfect meal making it the most complete set of items available

what is another word for most complete wordhippo Apr 03 2024
what is another word for most complete need synonyms for most complete here s a list of similar words from our thesaurus that you can use instead adjective of recognized authority standard accepted
classic established approved definitive official recognised uk recognized us authoritative exhaustive magisterial classical best

268 words and phrases for most complete power thesaurus Mar 02 2024
synonyms for most complete other words and phrases for most complete

most complete in thesaurus 100 synonyms antonyms for most Feb 01 2024
what s the definition of most complete in thesaurus most related words phrases with sentence examples define most complete meaning and usage

189 synonyms antonyms for complete thesaurus com Dec 31 2023
find 189 different ways to say complete along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com

complete synonyms 390 similar and opposite words merriam Nov 29 2023
some common synonyms of complete are close conclude end finish and terminate while all these words mean to bring or come to a stopping point or limit complete implies the removal of all
deficiencies or a successful finishing of what has been undertaken

55 synonyms antonyms for most comprehensive thesaurus com Oct 29 2023
55 synonyms antonyms for most comprehensive thesaurus com view definitions for most comprehensive most comprehensive adjective as in inclusive compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest
matches all inclusive broad complete encyclopedic exhaustive extensive far reaching full global overall sweeping thorough strong matches

sue fossil history facts britannica Sep 27 2023
sue nickname for one of the most complete and best preserved skeletons of tyrannosaurus rex the fossil was dated to approximately 67 million years ago measuring 12 8 metres 42 feet long sue is
among the largest known skeletons of t rex

complete definition and meaning collins english dictionary Aug 27 2023
1 adjective usually adjective noun you use complete to emphasize that something is as great in extent degree or amount as it possibly can be emphasis the rebels had taken complete control it shows a
complete lack of understanding by management the resignation came as a complete surprise he was the complete opposite of raymond
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complete definition meaning dictionary com Jul 26 2023
something that is complete has all its parts or elements or has been finished or concluded how does complete compare to synonyms entire intact and perfect find out on thesaurus com

complete definition meaning merriam webster Jun 24 2023
1 a having all necessary parts elements or steps a complete diet b of a protein containing all essential amino acids beans and grains combined together form a complete protein 2 a total absolute
complete silence b fully carried out thorough a complete renovation c of a football pass legally caught 3

what is the difference between completest and most May 24 2023
12 apr 2018 english us completest is not correct it is not the correct superlative you have to say most complete as melarpi said in general things are either complete or incomplete which makes most
complete a useless phrase however in a few special scenarios it can be used

100 best books of all time the world library list goodreads Apr 22 2023
100 books based on 1914 votes pride and prejudice by jane austen 1984 by george orwell crime and punishment by fyodor dostoevsky hamlet by william sh

12 of the most nutrient dense foods you can eat healthline Mar 22 2023
1 salmon nadine greeff stocksy united oily fish such as salmon is high in omega 3 fatty acids these are essential nutrients which means you can only get them from foods every cell in

horridus the triceratops is one of the most complete cnn Feb 18 2023
horridus is nearly 85 complete standing about 2 5 meters 8 feet tall 7 meters 23 feet long and weighing 1 000 kilograms 2 205 pounds he said the skull is 98 complete and features

virtually complete stegosaurus fossil goes on sale but Jan 20 2023
stan the world s most complete tyrannosaurus rex skeleton set a new world record in 2020 when it sold for 31 8 million at christie s at the time of sale

18 of the most nutrient dense foods in the world Dec 19 2022
this article examines some of the most nutrient dense foods in the world half of the foods listed are animal based foods and half are plant based so there is something for everyone for each food we list
all the nutrients present at levels higher than 10 of the recommended daily value

the most complete food counter 2nd edition amazon com Nov 17 2022
3 8 29 ratings see all formats and editions there is a newer edition of this item the complete food counter 4th edition 8 45
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the world s most nutritious foods bbc Oct 17 2022
getty images after analysing more than 1 000 raw foods researchers ranked the ingredients that provide the best balance of your daily nutritional requirements and they found a few surprises as

financial accounting unit 1 milestone 1 1 concept Sep 15 2022
which image below correctly shows the most complete and accurate general ledger report an issue with this question which of the following is not a temporary account report an issue with this
question transferring 12 000 in revenue and 8 000 in expenses into equity would be performed during which phase of the accounting cycle
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